
Cultura - Music, Mattinata (FG): Home

Made Duo by Maestro Antonio Simone and

Giuseppe Pinto introduces their first CD

Our Time in a live concert

Foggia - 24 lug 2020 (Prima Pagina News) The album has been

presented at Giardino Monsignore

In the charming location Giardino Monsignore, Contrada Torre del Porto, Mattinata (FG), the two Maestro

Antonio Simone and Giuseppe Pinto, who founded the Home Made Duo, presented their first CD Our Time to

the listeners in a first concert that it developed for the first time in live version and in a truly enchanting setting.

The selected and aware public was able to listen in a live performance to the contents of the first CD of the two

Masters, entitled Our Time and which shows the colorful, full of sensitivity and refined world of the two Masters

who lavished, in their first work record company, all their talent and great executive craftsmanship. The CD

contains a song written by Maestro Antonio Simone, Scrambled Day, not surprisingly titled in this way, since all

the creative vein of their first work lived its gestation in the days of the lockdown has kept the entire Nation

enclosed in its own domesticity to fight the dramatic spread of the Covid virus. -19. Mostly, their work contains

tracks extrapolated from different contexts, such as February Sun by Manu Katché, Summertime by George

Gershwin, All Night Long by Lionel Richie, Ribbon In The Sky by Stevie Wonder, Tienimi Dentro Te by Fabio

Concato, Gentle Piece by K. Whecker , Red Clay by Freddie Hubbard. They are, therefore, compositions that

tell worlds very different from each other and which are held together by the arrangements of the two Masters

Simone and Pinto, with great grace, delicacy, especially with a great attention to the use of very sounds "

natural ", little treated, like the sound of the brass of the trumpet, touching the strings of the piano with the

hands, even hitting the wooden parts of the instrument. On live stage, in their first public release in

presentation of the CD, in the warm climate of the Gargano summer, in the scent of flowers, with the sparkle of

the sea just near there, the public tight assisted the meditative energy of two Masters and intensity that

transpires from their work and from the great harmony between the two Masters that you yet can feel when

listen to their work recorded on CD appeared extremely evident. It was a unique opportunity to witness the

same creative phase of the two Masters who give themselves fully to their audience and transmit their great

passion for Music, to which they have already dedicated a large part of their young existences. Which is a

greatly encouraging message about the new generations and not only in the strictly musical sphere.
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